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1. INTRODUCTION
A function f: X + Y (X, Y partial orderings with bottom element I) is
called strict if fl = 1. Strictness is the semantical counterpart of neededness,defined as follows: subterm s (not in normal form) of term t is called
needed if every reduction oft to normal form contains a contraction within s.
(See Barendregt et al. (1986) for more information about neededness.)
Strictness analysis is an analysis technique for lazy functional programs.
It is intended to improve efficiency of execution by detecting strict
functions and strict subterms: this information can be used to replace lazy
call-by-need evaluation by call-by-value evaluation. This is attractive since
call-by-value evaluation is more efficient and can safely be done in parallel.
Abstract interpretation, first presented by Cousot and Cousot (1977,
1979) is a general theory for static analysis of programs. The idea behind
it is to simplify the intended denotational interpretation of the language in
question to an abstract interpretation,
in such a way that the resulting
denotation of a program preserves the property to be analysed and can be
determined quickly. Several types of analysis lend themselves for this
approach; besides strictness analysis one may think of type verification,
program correctness, and termination.
A frequently studied application of abstract interpretation is strictness
analysis. The first work in this direction was performed by Myeroft
(1980, 1981) for flat domains and functions defined by first-order recursion
equations. A generalisation to higher-order functions (with a type structure
characterised by r ::= c 1r --+r) is developed in Burn et al. (1986). Abramsky
(1985) contains a generalisation to polymorphic types (r ::= c 1c(I z + t),
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obtained by adding free type variables: via an operational semantics, it is
shown that strictness analysis is a polymorphic
invariant. Generic
polymorphism,
obtained by adding type schemes where quantification
over type variables is allowed (types t ::= cl CI1z -+ r, type schemes
o ::= r 1VCYa), is briefly discussed in a remark at the end of Abramsky
(1985).
A more general treatment of abstract interpretations is found in the work
of Nielson (1984, 1986, 1988). In (Nielson, 1988), a general theory of
abstract interpretations is developed for a language TMLb (with types
z ::= c 1t-z1z x T 1T + T / T -+ T) which is comparable to the language in Burn et
al. (1986). The strictness analysis of (Burn et al., 1986) is treated in
(Nielson, 1988) as an example. A difference between the denotational
semantics used in (Burn et al., 1986; Nielson, 1988) lies in the function
spaces used for the interpretation of types cr+ T: in (Burn et al., 1986) the
functions are continuous, in (Nielson, 1988) they are monotonic. This has
to do with the fact that the abstraction function for types o -+ r does not
preserve continuity, as is shown in a counterexample (Nielson, 1988, p. 88),
but only monotonicity.
In Lemma 4.4(i) of this paper, we show that
continuity can be preserved, provided the abstraction functions preserve
compactness; this settles a conjecture implicitly formulated in the Conclusion
of (Nielson, 1988, p. 76).
In this paper, we extend strictness analysis, based on abstract interpretation in the style of (Burn et al., 1986; Nielson, 1988) to a language with
polymorphic and recursively defined types (T ::= CII ,u@; type constructors
@ ::= KI --t I T I @T I 6~. @). The semantics of types @ (@ a unary type
constructor) is obtained via a well-known limit construction in the
category of domains. The definition of the abstraction functions, which are
used to define the relation between the concrete (i.e., intended) and the
abstract interpretation,
is rather sensitive: their properties should be
preserved under the various operations on types, and at the same time
guarantee some desired properties of the abstract interpretation defined in
terms of abstractions. We use here the following definition (see 4.1.(i)) for
abstractions f:
f is I-unique,

preserves compactness, and has a continuous

right inverse.

We give a survey of what follows. In Section 2, some preliminaries on
cpo’s, complete lattices, categories, and limit constructions are presented,
with references for more details. The definition of the language L appears
in Section 3.1 in the form of a context-free syntax and a derivation system
for wellformedness, where the collection of constants of L acts as a
parameter. A general definition of interpretations of L in some category of
domains is given in Section 3.2, with the intended interpretation C of L as
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an instance. In Section 4 another instance, the abstract interpretation A, is
derived using the type interpretation abs (which is almost an interpretation
in the sense of Section 3.2). Section 4 contains theory about abstractions
and related notions and ends with the final theorem (4.17) which implies
directly that strictness analysis based on A is safe. Section 5 concludes the
paper with some remarks on variants of the methods used here and some
suggestions for further work.
Before we go to work, a final remark on practical aspects of strictness
analysis. It is not hard to see that exact strictness analysis is as difficult as
evaluation and therefore not interesting for static analysis intended for
evaluation speedup. The approximative strictness analysis for a language
with simple types as given, e.g., in Burn et al. (1986) is based on effective
computations in finite complete lattices. However, as has been pointed out
by several authors (see Abramsky, 1985; Hughes, 1987), this does not
guarantee a feasible strictness analysis since it may take an amount of time
which is exponential in the size of the program. From a computational
point of view, the situation with respect to the strictness analysis developed
here is even worse: due to the limit construction for the interpretation of
the fixpoint constructor CL,the domains of the abstract interpretations are
not even finite. So this strictness analysis does not lead directly to an algorithm, but should be seen as a theoretical basis upon which more efficient
methods of analysis can be developed: not only strictness analysis, but also,
e.g., backwards analysis in the sense of Hughes (1987).

2.

PRELIMINARIES

We list some well established facts about complete partial orderings,
categories, and limit constructions. For more information and proofs we
refer to the references given in the subsections and to Renardel de Lavalette
(1988).
2.1. Complete Partial

Orderings

(See Scott (1976, 1982) for more information.) X= (X, d ) is a complete
partial ordering (cpo) if it is a partial ordering with a least element I where
every YED(X) has a supremum (least upper bound) V Y. Here D(X) =
{ Y c XI Y # I;I A Vxy E Y 3z E Y(x < z A y d z)} is the collection of directed
subsets of X.
Let X, Y be cpo’s with f: X + Y. f is called strict if fl = I, I-unique if
vxEX(fX=I++X=I),
continuous if f (V Z) = V f [Z] for all directed Z.
The collection [X -+ Y] = {f: X + Y( f continuous} is again a cpo.
A nice property of cpo’s is that they allow the definition of a fixpoint
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operatorlix=lix,E
[[X+X]-X]
(Xsomecpo)byfix(f)
:=V{f”lln~o},
satisfying f(lix(f)) = fix(f) and Vx E X(fx = x + fix(f) < x).
An element x of a cpo X is called compact (also called finite or isolated
elsewhere) if VYoD(X)(x<V
Y-t3y~ Y(x<y)). We put c(X)= {XEXIX
compact }, UC(x) = c(X) n { y 1y < x}. X is called algebraic if every element
x is the supremum of u,(x) ED(X). A function f between cpo’s is called
compactness-preserving
if fc is compact whenever c is.
A subset Y of a cpo X with 3x E my E Y(J) < x) is called bounded (also
called consistent); if every bounded set has a supremum, then X is
boundedly complete (also called consistently complete).
A domain is an algebraic and boundedly complete cpo. If X, Y are
domains, then so is [X+ Y]. A proof for this well-known fact runs as
follows. Let a = a,, . ... a, and b = b,, .... b, be finite sequences of elements of
c(X), resp. c( Y). We define Adm(a, b) := Vi, j 6 n( (ai < uj + bj < b,) A Vx E
X(a,,u,6x-r3k6n(ai,a,~a,6x)))
and fJx):=V
(bi( a,<~}.
Functions of the form feb are called finite, and admissible if also Adm(a, b)
holds. (We use these notions later on, in the proof of (c) in Lemma 4.4(ii).)
Now the ‘compact elements of [X + Y] are exactly the admissible finite
ones, and this can be used to show that [X -+ Y] is algebraic. Preservation
of boundedly completeness under + is straightforward.
2.2. Complete Lattices,

Embeddings

A cpo X is called a complete lattice if each subset Z has a supremum.
Then X has a top element T defined by V X, and for subsets 2 the inlimum
AZ is defined by V {xEX~VZEZ(X<Z)}.
Iff:X-+
Y satisliesf(VZ)=
V (fZ) for all Z s X, then f is called additive.
Let X, Y be cpo’s, 4 E [X+ Y]. 4 is called an embedding if (i)
Vxy E X(x Q y ++ 4x 6 #y) and (ii) Vy E Y( {x) 4x <y } E D(X) ). Embeddings
4 have a continuous left inverse 4’ defined by $“(y) = V (xl 4x< y}
satisfying besides (iii) 4” .4 = id, also (iv) 4 .4” < id *. Conversely, if 4 has
a left inverse dL satisfying (iii) and (iv) then 4 is an embedding. Pairs
(4, 4”) for which (iii) and (iv) hold are called projection pairs.
If X is a complete lattice, then condition (ii) is superfluous (follows
from (i)) and embeddings are additive (for V (&I ZE Z} <4(V Z) =

w

{~L(~z)IZEZ})~(~.~L)(V

{4zIz~z~)~V

{&I=4).

Some examples of complete lattices:
L:=({I},
2 := ((I,
j:=((l.,*,T},

B := ({I,
8 := ((I,

<)
T}, d ), with I -CT

<),withI<*<T
true, false, T}, < ), with x < y iff (x = I or x = y or y =T)
0, 1, 2, 3, ...) T},<),
withxgyiff
(x=l. orx=yory=T)
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Besides +, we have the binary operations x (product) on cpo’s and +
(separated sum) on complete lattices. x is as usual, and X+ Y is defined
as the disjoint union of X and Y extended with a top and a bottom
element.
2.3. Categories,

Functors

(See, e.g., (Arbib and Manes, 1975; Mac Lane, 1971) for more information.) Categories C, consisting of objects Obj(C) and arrows Ar(@), are
defined as usual, together with functors between them. Composition of
arrows f and g is denoted by f.g. Isomorphic objects in a category shall
be identified. Sometimes we identify objects C with their arrows lc, and
this leads to Obj(C) c Ar(@)= @. Given two categories C and C’, the
product category is denoted by C * C’, and for @ * .. * @ (n times) we
write C”. iF(@, C’) is the collection of all functors from C to C’. A mapping
H: Obj(C) + Ar(C’) is a natural transformation
between F, GE lF(C, @‘) if
G(f).H(dom(f))=H(cod(f)).F(f)
for allfeAr(
In the sequel, we use the categories A and A,, both having the collection
of algebraic complete lattices as objects; the arrows of A are the continuous
functions, the arrows of A, are embeddings. A and A, are full subcategories of the corresponding categories D and D, of domains.
A functor FE E( ED”, ED) are called monotonic if it preserves 6 ; such a
functor is also a functor from ED: to D,, with F( (4,) I(/, ), .... (d,, Ic/,)) =
(F(d,, .... d,), F($, , .... $,,)). The same applies for A instead of D.
The operations x , + on Obj(A) are extended straightforwardly to A
by the usual pointwise definitions, thus becoming monotonic functors in
!F(A’, A). Since monotonic functors FE lF(An, A) preserve embeddings
(with F(q5,, .... c#,,)~= F(q5?, .... qb,f)), we have x, + E [F(Az, An,).
-+, already defined on Obj(A), is extended to Ar(A) by (f 4 g) x =
g .x .J: Thus -+ is a monotonic functor in [F(A”P * A, A). The contravariance in the first argument prevents straightforward extension to A,,
thereforewedeline~onAZby(~u,$)=(~L+$).Using(~~$)L=
(4 --) It/L), it follows that (4~
Ic/) is again an embedding
and
y E IF(Az, A,). Observe that + and + behave the same on Obj( A) =
Obj(A.d
2.4. Chains, Limits, Fixpoints

We now sketch the theory of fixpoints of functors on D, based on
limits of chains of domains. (See Smyth and Plotkin, 1982, for more
information.)
A chain is a sequence (X,, 4, ), of cpo’s with
embeddings q5,,E [X, -+ X, + ,I. The limit of the chain is defined by
lim(X,,d,),=
{ (x,),\Vn(x,~X,
A ~,L(x,,+~)=x,)},
often abbreviated
to lim,X,,; the ordering on lim,X, is defined pointwise. Then lim,X, is
again a cpo; moreover, we have c(lim,X,) = { (.u,),, E lim,x, / 3n(x, E
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= 4,(x,)))}.
Being algebraic, bounded completeness,
c(X,) A Vm>n(x,+,
and having a top element are all preserved under taking limits; as a
consequence, A, is closed under lim.
Functors F are continuous if they commute with taking limits, i.e. (for
unary F) if F(lim(X,,
$,),) = lim,(FX,,
F#,,),,. CE(C, C’) is the collection of all continuous functors from C to C’. x , +, and y are examples
of continuous functors. ch(F), the chain offunctov F is defined as (F” I,
F”d)., where 4 is the unique embedding from I to FL (mapping I to I).
Fix(F), the fixpoint of F, is defined as lim( ch( F)) and we have F( Fix( F)) =
Fix(F) for continuous F.
Let (X,, d,,), (Y,, I,$,) be chains with lim,X,=
X, lim, Y, = Y. By
the continuity of +, [X+ Y] = lim, [X, + Y,], so elementsfof [I+
Y]
are identified with sequences (f,), E lim, [X, + Y,,], i.e., satisfying (i)
.d,, for all n; such sequences (f,),
fn = (4, Y Il/J”fn + I = $i.f,+l
are called arrow chains, and the corresponding f E [X--P Y] is called
the limit lim,f,
of (f,,),.
It is clear that A is closed under limits of
arrow chains. Limits
of arrow chains satisfy (lim,fn)( (x,),) =

(V I(IcIG. ... .II/,“+,~I)(fn+m(xn+m))lmEO}),;

also lim,f,Glim,g,

iff

f, dg, for ail n, and (lim,f,) . (lim, g,) = lim,(f,, .g,,).
If, moreover, (ii) I/I, .f, = f, + 1 .4, for all n, then (f,), is called a strong
QYYOWchain (observe that (ii) implies (i); the notion of strong arrow chain
is used in the construction of limits of abstractions, see 4.14(ii)).
For FE[F(C~ *C2,C3)
and fEC,
we define F/:=lg.F(f,g).
If
f E Obj(@,), then F/E lF(@,, C,); moreover, if F is continuous, then so is F,.
Let F be an (n + 1 )-ary functor on A, and 4 = (4,) .... 4,) E Ar(Az).
Then FdomcBJand Fcodc6)are unary functors on A, and their chains have
limits in Obj(A,), say X and Y. Now Fix(F,) E [X-+ Y] is an arrow in A,,
called the fixpoint of F in 4. By abstracting from C$we get the fixpoint
functor Fix(F) := Q.Fix(E;,)E
%(A:, A,). If F is continuous, then so is
Fix(F) (proved via permutation of limits of chains).
Some nonstandard notation used in the sequel:

*c Ef lJ { “@ In = 0, 1, ....}
$2 d~f@” -+ U Obj(@)
*@ Zf u {.@In=O,

1, .... >.

Observe that ‘@ and @ are isomorphic; they will be identified. The same
holds for o@ and U Obj(@). The relation E on *@ x *@ is defined as
E=IJ {E,I~EO},
where
f&F

iff

vx,...x,~obj(C)(f(X~...X,)~F(X~

. ..A’.,)).
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INTERPRETATION

3.1. The Language L

L is a typed lambda calculus, defined in the style of Barendregt (1992).
It has expressions of three sorts: object, type, and kind. There are two sorts
of statements:
(type expression ) : (kind expression ),
(object expression ) : (type expression ).
Object expressions are called (polymorphic) terms. Kind expressions have
the form “0 (n = 0, 1, ,..). ‘0, also written 0, is the kind of type expressions
of order zero; these type expressions are usually called types. “0 can be
thought of as the collection 0” + 0 of n-ary type constructors.
The collection K = Ktype u K,,,,, acts as a parameter of L. K,,,, contains
statements of the form K: “0, where K is a type constant; Kobject contains
statements k: @, where k is a term constant and @ a closed and wellformed
type expression.
Candidates for inclusion in K are
(i) N: 0 (the natural numbers), B: 0 (the Booleans), together with
their usual unary and binary operations such as + : N + N + N,
not: B-+ B, etc.;
(ii) x . 2O and + : ‘0, the type operators of product and sum, and
the associated polymorphic operations such as pair : Gab.a -+ /? + (a x b),
case : Ga/3y.(a + y) -9 (j? + y) + (a x j?) -+ y, etc.;

(iii)

the conditional

cond : da. B -+ a + a -+ a.

Besides the constants in K we have
“0 (n = 0, 1, ... . the kinds of the language, see above)

+ (binary type constructor, with the usual meaning)
6 (for type abstraction in the definition of type constructors)
p (for the definition

of the lixpoint

of type constructors)

1, (for object abstraction defined on terms, as usual)
A (for type abstraction in the definition
fix (the polymorphic

of polymorphic

terms)

lixpoint operator)

The expressions of the language are defined by giving the syntactical
categories, followed by their metavariables and generating rules (if any):
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K::=oQl1Ql*Ql..

KIND

(kinds)

K

TVAR

(type variables)

4 P, Y

TYPE

(types )

p, 0, 7 5 ::=a/@

CONSTR

(constructors)

0

OVAR

(object variables)

x, J’, 2

TERM

(object terms)

r, 3, t

t ::=xlttllx:z.t

PTERM

(polymorphic

p, q

p::=klfixItlptIAa.p

terms)

@::=KI

-+ Izl@zlGa.@

It is clear that we have TVAR cTYPE c CONSTR and OVAR c
TERM E PTERM. We postulate that KIND, CONSTR, and PTERM are
disjoint.
The notational conventions are as usual; e.g., rst means (rs) t, s( t 1, .... t,)
means st, ... t,, I~x,:T~..~x,:T,.~ means %x,:T~.( . ..(~x.:Z,.t)...);‘(TZ
is
written 0 -i r, etc.
L has a deduction system for wellformedness. This system has the form
of a sequent calculus with sequents of the form r 1 S, where S is some
statement and r is a finite set of statements of the form x:r. The intuitive
meaning of r /-- E: E’ is as follows: assuming the type assignment given by
r, E is a wellformed expression and belongs to E’.
For /zr t- S we write j- S. rt E,:E,:E,
abbreviates rt E,:E, and
r/-

E,:E,.

Axioms and rules for types:
j- a : ‘0

t + : 20

/-CD: “+‘Q tr:O@
t 4k : “0

t

j- S for SE K,,,,

t @:“Q
6a.D:

j- 0: ‘0
t- pa : OQ

n+10

Axioms and rules for terms:
r,x:rt

x:t

rts:0+z:Of3

/- fix:6a.(a+a)-+a

f-j-

t

SforSEKobject

r, .X: c t t : 7 : 00 j- 0 : Oo
rt- ka.t:0+T
rtp:@
rt Aa.p:6a.@ a not free in r

t:o:OO

rj-st:T

Finally there is a weakening rule:

rts
rvAj--s
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p can be used for the explicit definition of recursive
examples: the list constructor L, recursively defined
has the explicit definition L := Scc.p(Sg. 1 + (a x b));
+ T) of a model for the type-free lambda calculus
by t=p(Gcr.a+(cr+cc)).

3.2. Interpretations

An interpretation
Z of L is a mapping defined on the constants in K.
Associated to an interpretation Z is a Cartesian closed category C, which
is a subcategory of D. Z satisfies:
if

(K : “0) E Ktype then Z(K) E “C,;

if

(k : @) E K.,,,,

then Z(k) &I[@].

(“C, and E are defined at the end of 2.4.) We extend I to a mapping defined
on all wellformed expressions of L. This is done as usual with assignments
(also called environments), which are mappings defined on variables of
some syntactical category. If a is such an assignment, .Y a variable, and d
an object, then a’ :=a[x-+
d] is the assigment defined by a’(x)=
d,
a’(y) = a(,)) if y is a variable different from X. Given Z and C,, there are
two collections of assignments:
TENV,

zr TVAR --t @,

OENV,

dTrOVAR + J,

Now we extend Z to
I: KIND-+

(n@,In=O,

1, ... .

Z : CONSTR

--+TENV,

+ *C,

Z : PTERM

+ TENV, + OENV, -+ *C,

We adopt the usual convention of writing the first argument of Z between
open square brackets [I 4. The other arguments a E TENV,, b E OENV, are
written without parentheses. They will be dropped sometimes later on, e.g.,
if the value of Z[E] does not,depend on them (this is the case when E is
closed).
I[“@]

= T,

I[crla

= a(m)

Z[KJa = Z(K).
I[-Ia=*
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Z[l@T]U= Z[@]U(Z[?]U)
Z[&.z]a= AfE @,.Z[r](u[a -f])
zupuQina
= Fix(Z[@]a)
Z[x]ub = b(x)
z[r+b = z(k)
zpixjab = L.E
zustjab

=

c,.fi~,,~~~,

(z[+b)(z[tjub)

z~l~:~.tn~b=le~z[[~n~.z[[tn~(b[.~~e])

z[lp+d=z[p]~b(z[7]~)
z[yh.tnab= ~.j-~c,.z~tj(~[~~f])b
We also put
(Z, a, b) k @ : K Gf

zpqa

E zpg

(4U,b)k P:Gzfm~~wm
(I, a, b) + Z zr (I, a, b) b S for all SE f
Z k I S zr for all a E TENV,,

b E OENV,:

Z k S zr Z k I S for all interpretations
3.2.1.

LEMMA

(Soundness).

if (I, a, b) + f then (I, a, 6) /= S
Z

Zf Z l- S then Z b S.

Proof
With induction over the length of a derivation of Z l-- S, first for
type statements, then for object statements. Some induction loading is
required: for type statements @ : “0 with free type variables ai, .... ak, the
conclusion of the lemma has to be strengthened to

r+

6ci,...txh-.@:k+“Q;

for object statements p : @ : “0 with free type variables g = u i, .... tlk, free
term variables x=x ,,..., x,, and {~:~}={x,:z,
,..., x,:r,,,}~Z,
the
required strengthening reads

where p = pi, .... 8, are fresh term variables.
3.3. The Concrete Interpretation

1

C

C is the straightforward interpretation
of L into the category A, of
algebraic complete lattices with embeddings. Its effect on the constants
is as expected: C(N)=&‘,
C(B)=&C(B)=&
C(+)=y.
C(x)=
x,
C( + ) = +, and likewise for other contants.
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4. ABSTRACTION
In order to perform strictness analysis, the idea is to simplify the concrete interpretation
C to an abstract interpretation A. This is done with
help of a type interpretation abs, presented as a mapping on type constants
K : “0 with abs(K) : ED”-+ D. It will turn out that abs( --f ) is not a functor,
so abs is not exactly an interpretation in the sense of 3.2. Instead of the
conditions given there, abs must satisfy (taking for simplicity n = 1 in
K:“O)

dom(abs(Wf) = C(K)(dom(f)L
cod(f) = cod(g) * cod(abs(K)f)
Now the abstract interpretation

(1)
= cod(abs(K)g).

(2)

A is defined on types by

A(K) d:f ~~.cod(abs(K)l.,,,,,)
Then
cod(abs(K)f)
On (polymorphic)
way that

= A(K)(cod(f)).

object constants k : @ : “0, A must be defined in such a

A(k)(A[rT,ll, .... A[r,J)>abs[@z,
all wellformed types r, , .... r,

. ..z.j(C[kt,

. ..~.a)

for
(3)

This reduces to A(k) 2 abs[z](C(k))
for k : T : ‘0, so here we can take
A(k) sir abs[z](C(k)). Now A is an interpretation of L satisfying
dom(abs[r])

= C[r], cod(abs[rJ)

abs[r](C[t])

6 A[t] for

t

: z : ‘0.

= A[t]

for z : ‘0

(4)
(5)

The obvious example for abs and A is as follows: take A(K) = 2,
abs(K)=Ix.(ifx=I
then IelseT)forK:‘@,andA(x)=abs(x)=
x,
A(+)=abs(+)=
+, A(+)=-;
as we see later on, abs(-+) cannot be
equal to e..
Under reasonable assumptions, (5) cannot be strengthened to equality.
To see this, assume that abs, (abs restricted to 8) satisfies
abs,(m) = abs,(n) # abs,( I) for some m, n with m #n (in general, abs,
will identify all natural numbers). Define t := Ix.cond(eq(m, x), I, n); then
we have abs,(C[tm])=abs,(l)#abs,(n)=abs,(C[tnl]),
but A[tml] =
A[tJ(abs,(m))
= A[[t](abs,(n))
= A[tn].
So abs C = A is impossible,
unless abs, is injective on (0, 1, 2, ...} (hence hardly an abstraction) or
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abs,(n) =abs,(l)
for some n (so abs, is not I-unique).
As a consequence, the strictness analysis based on A will not be exact, i.e., we do not
have (A [t] strict o C[t] strict) for all terms t.
In order to preserve the more interesting implication
of this last
equivalence, i.e.,
A [t] strict 3 C[tJ strict,
(6)
property (5) and
abs [[T] (XV) G abs [[o -, 71 x abs [o]y

(7)

are required ((7) is also used in the proof of (5) see Theorem 4.17). (6)
makes strictness analysis a safe approximation:
if it tells us that t is strict
then t is strict indeed; on the other hand, there may (and will) be cases in
which t is strict but the analysis does not tell us. It follows from (7) that
the analysis will be a better approximation as abs[a + tj, defined in terms
of abs[a] and abs[[s], is smaller. We claim that this is obtained by defining
abs[a -, z] = IZJJ. V {abs[r](zx)l

abs[a]x Gy};

(8)

to verify the claim, we observe:
(i) abs[a -+ T]x abs[a]y = V {abs[T](xu)labs[a]x
6 abs[a]y} 2
aWIdl by);
(ii) if f satisfies abs[z](.uy) Gfx(abs[a]y),
then we have z 2 abs[a]y
*fxz~
abs[z](xy), so fxz is an upper bound of {abs[z](xu)labs[o]x6
abs [a] y }, hence abs [o -+ z] <f: We conclude that abs[o -+ T] as defined
by (8) is the smallest satisfying (7).
(6) is verified as follows:
ACtljI=I=>absiTa-,tn(C~tn)I=I

(by (5))

~abs[a~zn(CiTtn)(abs[an(l))=I

(abs is strict)

*abs[a-+z](C[t]I)=

(by (7))

a cpn I = I

I

(abs preserves I).

We now work out the definition of abs in more detail, starting with the
definition of the category of abstractions in which abs resides. We return to
the definition of A and abs after 4.15.
4.1. DEFINITION.

(i)

Let X, Y b e a1ge b raic complete lattices, f: X+ Y.
preserves compactness, and has a continuous right inverse f* (i.e., f.f* = 1 ,,). (f,f*)
is
called an abstraction pair.

f is called an abstraction if it is continuous, I-unique,
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A, is the category of abstraction pairs, with composition

defined

by
<ftf*

> . (83 g* > = (f.tL

g* .f* >.

4.2. Remarks.
(i) The reasons for the definition of abstractions are the
following: strictness is used in the proof of 4.7 (((f&j’) $J) fix d lix),
4.14(i), and (6); I-preservation is needed in the argument for (6); preservation of compactness is required in the proof that (f$ g) z is continuous
whenever z is (4.4(ii).(c)).
(ii) A, is indeed a category, i.e., identity functions are abstractions
and the composition of two abstraction pairs is again an abstraction pair.
(iii) Examples of abstractions are abs, and abs,, the unique
I-unique functions in &’ + 2 and B + 2, respectively.

4.3. DEFINITION.
(i )
x and + are defined componentwise on abstraction pairs.
(ii) The binary operation >> (the intended interpretation of -+ under
abs, on abstractions f : X--t Y, g : X’ -+ Y’ is defined by
(fW(4y=V

(z E [X + X'], y E Y).

(g(zX)lfY<.v)

So f% g : [X + X’ ] -+ Y + Y’. B is extended to abstraction
(Af*)%

<g,g*>=

pairs by

(f9g,f+g*).

4.4. LEMMA.
(i) x, + E w;.
A,);
(ii) 9 : Ai -+ A, ( 9 is not a functor:

see the remark

after the proof

).

Proof: (i) Easy, using c(X x Y) = c(X) x c( Y) and c(X + Y) = c(X) +
c( Y) to see that f x g and f + g preserve compactness whenever f and g do.

(ii) This involves several steps. Let (f, f *), (g, g*) be abstraction
pairs with f: X + Y, g : X’ + Y’; furthermore let z E [X+X’],
YE Y. It
suffices to show that
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f 9 g)(z) is continuous,
f $ g is continuous,
f S g preserves compactness,
f $g is I-unique,
f +g*

is a continuous

right inverse off %-g.
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Let Z c Y be directed. Then
(/~g)(5)(vz)=V{~(-r)l~x~vz}

(X is algebraic)
= v (v
(u I

{d--x’) I X’E ucb))Ifx4/z
directed; g, z continuous)

=4

6V Z

g(zx’) I x’ d x, x’ compact,fx

=
4

g(zx’) I x’ compact,fx’

<V Z

I

I

= V { g(zx’) I x’ compact, 3y E Zfx’ < y }
(fpreserves compactness)
= v {v

1 dzx’) I x’ compact,fx’

=v

Mz-et

{v

=V{V{V{

=v
(b)

x’ < x, x’ compact,fx
dZX’)l~~‘~

U,(x)}Ifx,<y

II

YEZ

I

KfWW(Y)lY~Z).

Let ZG [X+

i

6 y )- I y E Z
I

&X)IfXGY

=W

d y } I y EZ

X’] be directed. Then

(fw(vz)=~Y.v{g((vz)(x))~fx4Y}

il

YEZ

I
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=Q.V{V
=kv. v

{g(z*)lzEZ)lfx<y]

i

v {g(zx)lji<y)

=lY.

v f(fwmNY)lZEZ}

=v

{(f%d(Z)lZEZJ.

(giscontinuous)
JZEZ

(c) Let z~ [X-+X’]
be compact,
with Adm(a, b) (see 2.1). Then

I

so z==znb=Ly.V

{6,Iu,<y~

(gk4I~~~Y)

(f9g)(z)=Qq/
=l.Y.V

{kY(V

jbilui~x))~.fx~YJ

=ky.V

(gbiIa,dx,jlx<yj

=kJ?. V {gbjlfQi<yy)

so (f+ g)(z) is compact (see 2.1; fa, gb are compact, since f and g preserve
compactness) and we see that f 9 g preserves compactness.
(d) ForzE[X-+X’]wehave(f%g)(z)=IoV~‘y{g(zx)Ifx<y}
= 1 o ‘dx (g(zx) = I) o Vx (zx = I) G z = I, using for the third equivalence the fact that g is l-unique.
(e)

Continuity

of (f+g*)

is straightforward.

CY+Y’l, YE K then (f+g)((S+g*)z)y=V
V{g((g*~z~f)(x))Ifx~Y)=V{~(fx)IfxdY}=~(.f(f*Y))=zY.

((f-b g*) z) = z, i.e., WgHf-+g*)=idcr4

Now

let ZE

(g((Lf8g)*~)x)l.#xdy)
=
so (f$g)
r,l.

I

4.5. Remark. $ is not a functor on A,. For if so, then . and $ would
have no commute, i.e., (1 Y .f) $ (f .l x) = (I,, $f) (j-b 1 X), i.e., S+f=
f. (f+ l,), which is refuted by the following counterexample.
4.6. COUNTEREXAMPLE.

There is an abstraction

f: X + Y with f b f #

f*(f%lx).
Proof:

Define

X= {LO, LT},
fl=I,

fO=fl=*,

Y=j,

z= [X-t
fT=T.

Y],
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We observe that f$ 1x = Izy. V { zx 1fx 6 y }. Now
(f4f)(M*=V

{fxIfx6*}=V

{I,*}=*,

(cod(f)~f).(f~dom(f))(l.)*=f((f~
=f(V

1,) l,)*

(Jlfx~*})=fl=T.

1

We have a look at the behaviour of fix under abstractions.
4.7. LEMMA.
Proof

Zf f: X+

Y is an abstraction, then ((fgf)

$f) fix, = fix *.

Let u E [ Y -+ Y]. Then
(((f%f)

%f) fixb = v {f(W))l

=V{f

(f%f)z

Q a)

(V {~n~lnEa})~(fpfJz<u}

=v{v {f(z”Ul

nEw}l(fB>f)z<u

=V LWl)InEw

(f9.f)z<a}

=V

bEZ},

{f(z’l)InEo,

where Z = {z I (f$f) ~<a}=
{zIVxeXVye
Y(fx<y+f(zx)<uy)};
now,
if z E Z, then f(z”l) < a”1 (proved with induction over n, using strictness
of f), so we have ((f$f) $f)(fix)u <V {an1 Inew} = fix(u). But
(f%f)((f-f*)a)
= ((f$-f). (f%f)*)a
= a, so (f+f*)u
E Z and
((f%f)%f)(fix)a>V

{f((f-f*)a)“l)lnEw}

=V {f((f*.a.f)“l)lnEW)
=V {OfJ-)ln~~>
>V

{u”lIn~o}=fix(u).

1

We go one level higher and introduce abstraction

transformations.

4.8. DEFINITION.
(i) Let (f, f*), (g, g* ) be abstraction pairs with
f: X + Y, g: A” + Y’ and let 4: X + X’, $ : Y + Y’ be embeddings. We call
(4, @, (f, f *), (g, g*)) an abstraction diagram if

643/99/2-4
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(ii) Let F, GE IF(A:, &):’ H is called an abstraction transformation
between F and G (notation: H: F* G) if the following holds:
if (d,, $,,pl, ql), .... (d,, $,,A, qn) are abstraction
diagrams, then so is (F(qh,, .... qS,), G(t,h,, .... $,),
H(p,,

.... P,), Mq,,

...>qn3).

4.9. Remark.
If H: F*G
H,(f),
then H, is a natural

and there is an H, with (H(Jf*>),
=
transformation from F to G. To see this,
(1 Y, 1 ,,)) is an abstraction diagram, so

observe that (4, 4, ( l,Y, lx),
F(4). H, (JJ = H, ( Y). G(d).

4.10. LEMMA.
(i) x : x + x.
(ii) +: +=-+.
(iii)
9 :e,*-p.
(iv) Abstraction transformations

are closed under composition.

(i), (ii), (iv): straightforward.
(iii): Let (9, $, (f,f* >, (g, g* > 1 ani (6, V. (f’,f’*
two abstraction diagrams, so
Proof

>, (g’, g’* > 1 be
(9)

*.f=g.d,
f*=q+.g*.$,

(10)

Ic/’ .f’ = g’ . lp’,

(11)

f ‘* = /$‘L g’*

*‘.

We must show that (du, $‘,$u,
II/‘,
g -+ g’* )) is an abstraction diagram, i.e.,
($ -2

(12)
(f$f’.

ICI’). (f sf ‘) = (g $g’)

f+f’*=(du)

f-+f’*>,

(g+>g’,
(13)

(4 u* d’h

4’)“.(g+g’*)‘($Y+u.

(14)

For (13) we argue as follows. We have
((II/u)

i.).(f.f’))(X)V=~‘(V

((g%g’).(dy

ir’(X~)lfZ~W)’

qv)(x)y=V
=F

{g’(~‘WL4))I

@GY)

(v

gzw)?

~fYxwz))l

where the last equality holds because of (11) and the additivity
2.2), so it suffices to show that

{--If=~~"??)={~"=Ig'd?'}.

of $’ (see

(15)
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which is done in two steps. First assume z’ E {z (fi 6 @‘y}, i.e., fi’ < $‘y,
then $(fi’)<
$(II/Ly)<y,
so (by (9)) g(&‘)<y
and z’=tiL(4z’)e
{#“z 1gz < y}. For the other way around, assume u E (4”~ I gz <y}, then
u = 4”~ for some z with gz < y; then tiL(gz) < $‘y and also S. $ < Ic/” .g
(a consequence of (9) and the properties of embeddings), so f($z) & $“y,
so ~=~“z~{z[fi<$~~}.
So (15) is proved, and we conclude (13).
(14) is proved as follows: (f-f’*)(z)
=f’* . z .f = d'L .g'* . t,b'.z $"
g.d=((d+
$‘)“.(g-+g’*).($y
$‘))(z), using (12) and (9) for the
second equality.
1
4.11. Remark. The condition $ .f = g. d in the definition of abstraction
diagram is needed for the definition of fixpoints of abstraction transformations (see 4.14(ii)). The next counterexample shows that it is also required
in the proof of Lemma 4.10.
4.12. COUNTEREXAMPLE.
There are diagrams (4, $, f, g ) and (&, 11/‘,
f ', g')
satisfying f=$L.g.c+$f'=rI/'L.g'.c+4',
but (f$f')#($-y
$')"*(g$g').

(4 e' 4').
Proof

We have

(a) (f%f').v=V
{f'(xu)lfuGyl,
(b) (($ Y @IL. (g bg’). (4 Y 4’)) -v
gzaw.

= $‘LW Ld4’WLz)))

I

Now take
f:3+2withfl.=I,f*=fT=T
$:2+jwith$I=I,t,bT=*(so$L=f)
g=qs=f’=g’=q$‘=$‘=

1,

x= l,,y=T~2;
thenf, g, f ‘, g’ are abstractions (with f * = Ic/,g* =f'* =g’* = 13), 4, I,$,#',
cc/’ are embeddings (with $” =f, 4” = $‘L = I++‘~ = 1 3) satisfying-the
con&tions, and moreover

Finally we consider tixpoints of abstraction transformations,
beginning
with the simple case without parameters. We extend the definition of
fixpoints of functors (see 2.4) to abstraction transformations.
4.13. DEFINITION.
(i) Let F, GE lF(&, A,) and H: F+G. The arrow
chain of H is defined by arch(H) = (H” J- ),, the fixpoint of H by
Fix(H) = lim(arch(H)).
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(ii) Now let F, GE lF(Ar * A,, A,),
H: F*G,
fe A:.
Then
arch(H,.) = (H; I ), is the arrow chain of H in J and Fix(H) = I$. Fix( H,.)
is called the fixpoint of H.
4.14.
(i)

Let H: F=sG.

LEMMA.

((H”J-),),

is a strong arrow chain, ((H”I),).

is an arrow

chain.

(ii ) Fix(H)

is an abstraction pair.

Proof: (i) Let 4: I -+F(‘(I), $: I + F(I)
$1= 1. We have to show, for all n,
G”($).(H”I),

=(H”+‘I),

be defined by bI=

I,

.E”(#),

(H”l,),=F”(~)L.(H”+‘l)*.G”(~),

i.e., (F(d), Gn(+), H”I,
H”+l I) is an abstraction
diagram. This
follows by induction
over n. The base step is II/ . 1 I = (HI_), .$,
1 I = 4” . (H 1)2 . II/; the second equation is trivial, the first follows from the
fact that H preserves abstractions, so (HI), is strict. For the induction
step we use H: F=sG.
(ii) Let fn=(H”l)lr
f,*=(H”I,)2,
f=(Fix(H)),,f*=(Fix(H)),,
4, = P(4), en = F”($); then f = lim, f,, f * = lim, f,*. We observe that, by
(i), the H”I are abstraction pairs, so all f, are I-unique,
preserve
compactness, and satisfy f, .f,,* = 1. We shall show that (a) f is I-unique,
(b) f preserves compactness, and (c)f .f * = 1 Fix(G).
(a) fl
= <V f(+,” . ... +,“+,-,)(fn+Al))Im
E WI>,
=
(V {(ti,“. ... .II/,L+m.~,)(l)lm~w}),=(V
{Ilm~~l),=~.
On the
other hand, if f(<x,),)=
1, then V{(ti,“. ... .II/,L+,~l)(f,+,(x,+,))I

m~o}=l

foralln,
so(m:=O)f,(x,)=I
foralln,
hence (x,),=1.
(b) Let (x,),E Fix(F) be compact; then X~E c(X,) A Vm >
for some k. Now let (svn)n=f(xn)n,
then for n>k
4x m+l=#m(xm))
Y,=V

I($:.
=I/

... .~,L++ml.fn+m)~~,+,ImE~}

{($,“.

... .tinL+m-l.fn+m.dn+m-

= (II/n- 1 .‘. .b+k)(fkXk)

soykec(Yk)
(c)
Conclusion:

($i.fr=fi+,

I. ... .4k)xklm>n--k)
.di),

and Vm>k(y,+,=$,(y,)),
i.e., (y”),,
Easy, forf~f*=(lim,f,).(lim,f,*)=lim,(f,~f,*)=lim,l=1.
Fix(H) = (f; f *) is an abstraction pair.

is compact.

1
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H: F=>G
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and p is an abstraction

HP: Fc,om(pj * Cod(p).
(ii) If H: F* G, then Fix(H)

pair,

then

: Fix(F) * Fix(G).

Proof.
(i) Easy, using that (ldom,pJ, lcod~p~,p,p) is an abstraction
diagram.
(ii) Assume H: F* G and let (ii, tii,pi, qi) (i= 1, .... m) be abstraction diagrams with p= (f,f*)eAz,
q= (g,g*)EAz,
4, @GA:. By (i)
and Lemma 4.14(ii) we see that Fix(H)p and Fix(H)q are abstractions. So
we need only show that (Fix(G)tj).(Fix(H)p),=(Fix(H)q),.(Fix(F)$)
and (Fix(H)p)z=(Fix(G)II/)L.(Fix(H)q)z.(Fix(F)d),
i.e.,

lim, Gjl

.lim,,(HJ:I),

lim,(H;I),=
By commuting

=lim,(HzJ),

.lim, F;1,,

(lim, G;I)L.lim,(H~I,),.lim,I

FiI.

. and lim, this comes down to
Gjl

V;l),

= U-Q),

.F;I,

(H~I),=(G”,I)L.(H::I)*.F;I
for all n. This is proved by induction:
requires

n = 0 is trivial;

the induction

step

G(~,G”,~,).(H(P,H::~)),=(H(~,H~I)),.F(~,F~I),
(H(P,H~~.)),=G(ICI,G~I)~.(H(~,H::I)),.F(~,F;I),

and this follows from the induction
andH:F*G.
1

hypothesis, $ .f = g . qi, f = I)” .g. 4,

We return to the abstraction interpretation abs. The associated category
is A,, but we loosen the requirement abs(K)E@IF(A;, A,) to
if
furthermore

(K: “Q)EK,

then

abs(K): C(K) * A(K);

we put

4.16. LEMMA. Zf k @ : “0 then abs[@] a: Cc@] dam(a) = A[@] cod(a)
for all a E TENV,,, .
ProoJ
By induction over the length of a derivation of t @ : “8,
strengthening the conclusion as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, and using
4.10, 4.14, 4.15. 1

We now derive abs . C < A, the main result on C, A, and abs.
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1f r k-p : @ and aETENV,,,,

be OENV,,

abs[a% a(bx) d b’x,

for all (x : a) E r,

b’ E

(0

then

abs[[@1a.(C[rpj(dom(a))b)6A[plj(cod(a))b’.

(P, @)

Proof
Induction over the length of a derivation of r t---p : @. We write
d for dam(a), c for cod(a), and inspect the various cases. Observe that (t, r)
reads abs[rJ a(C[tJ db) d A[t] cb’.
p = x, @= r: now (x : r) E I- and (x, r) is part of (r).
p is a constant: then (p, @) follows from (3).
p = sf, @ = z: (sf, r) follows from the induction hypothesis and (7).
p = iy : (r. t, @ = D + T: then r, y : e k f : r is the premiss of the conclusion

r k 2y : cr.t : z. Assuming r, we must show (Ay : 0. t, G -+ z), i.e. (after some
rewriting, using VX < z 0 Vx 6 Xx 6 z),

and this is equivalent to (y : a) + (t, T), which follows from r by the induction hypothesis. The other cases are straightforward.
1
This completes the development
A [fj

of abs and A: now
strict 3

c[fjj strict

(6)

holds, for we have (5) (Theorem 4.17) and (7) (i.e., abs[rn(xy)G
abs[a + ~11~abs[oJy), so A provides a safe strictness analysis.
4.18. We end this section with some examples of (polymorphic)
constants and their abstractions, using the notation x v y = V {x, y},
x r\y=/j
{x,yJ.
The usual operations associated with products and sums of types
(pairing, projection, case distinction,
etc.) remain unchanged under
abstraction, due to the fact that x and + remain unchanged. The usual
unary and binary operations on N and B (plus, times, and, or, not, etc.)
become Ix.x and 1xy.x A y, respectively, expressing that they are strict in
all their arguments. More interesting are the conditional and the parallel
(or Plotkin) conditional:
cond,pcond:6a.Bxaxa-+a

C[condJ = cond, C[[pcondJ = pcond
A [[co&J = abscond, A [Ipcondl] = abspcond
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where cond, pcond, abscond and abspcond are defined by
cond(T, x, y) = x v y
cond( true, x, y) = x
cond(false, x, y ) = y
cond( I, s, y) = I
pcond(b, x, y ) = cond(b, X, y ) if b # I
pcond(l,s,pl)=x
Ay
abscond(b, x, y) = b A (x v y)
abspcond(b, x, y) = (b A x) v (b A y) v (x A y)

5. CONCLUDING

5.1. A Simplification:

REMARKS

No Right Inverses to Abstractions

The only reason for adding the requirement of having a right inverse
in the definition of abstraction lies in the proof of ((f%f) Bf) fix = fix.
This enabled us to put A(fix)= hX~Obj(A).lix,,
i.e., to interpret the
(polymorphic) lixpoint operator of L by the “real” tixpoint operator in the
abstract interpretation. However, without right inverse to abstractions we
are still able to prove ((fef) %f) fix d fix, and this is enough for us to
admit the definition A(fix) = AXE Obj(A).fix,
while retaining the property
abs.C<A.
We indicate briefly the consequences of this simplification.
1. The interpretation C can be defined in the category D of domains,
which is in some sense more natural. Then + can be interpreted by the
usual separated sum of two domains (i.e., not adding a top element as in
the definition given in 2.2). The abstract interpretation A remains in the
category A of algebraic complete lattices. But now it is no longer possible
to find a right inverse for f+ g: the new top element of cod(f) + cod(g) has
no counterpart in dom(f ) + dom( g).
2. The category A, has to be replaced by the collection of abstractions, a subclass of D which is not a category (if f is an abstraction and
dam(f) is not a lattice, then ldom,/, is not an abstraction).
3. The definition of abstraction diagram can be simplified to tuples
(4, $,f, g) with (I/ .f= g. 4; similarly for abstraction transformations.
Inspection of the proofs shows that right inverses f* of abstractions f
never occur in arguments involving abstractions (with the exception of the
proof of ((f&f) %f) fix = fix, see 4.7).
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Another option is to work in D with the + of A, i.e., with + E F(D2, A).
This makes the interpretation C somewhat more natural, but we chose not
do so here in order to make the argument more smoothly.
5.2. Perspectives for Future Research

The following items, not covered in this paper, seem of interest for future
research.
(i) Extension of the method to stronger languages, e.g., secondorder lambda calculus or other versions of typed lambda calculus (see
Barendregt, 1990). The obvious question is, given some concrete interpretation, to find an abstract interpretation and an abstraction mapping
between the two.
(ii) Generalisation, in the style of Nielson (1988), using adjunctions,
of the induction of the abstract interpretation A from the concrete interpretation C.
(iii) Refinement of the method, e.g., by considering finite approximations of limits of chains, in order to make computation of demonstrable
strictness feasible.
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